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Dramatis personae

The play is set in a small rural community called Vete. A divorced 
mother and her son move from Tallinn to her childhood home. After a 
difficult schoolyear in the city, she hopes he can finish his secondary 
education in her old, fondly-remembered school. 

MICHAEL – tenor, 17-year-old biracial Estonian boy. Used to live in 
London. He may be a bit severe at times, but has a softer side. 

KARIN – journalist in her early 40s, Michael’s mother. Worries a lot, 
sometimes without, but sometimes with very good reason. 

AVO –  a jack of all trades, Michael’s grandfather. He may seem impassive,
but is actually quite a warm person. 

RAY – US diplomat in his early 40s, Michael’s father, divorced from Karin. 
Lives in London and only speaks through calls on an online messenger. 

GERDA – alto, teenaged freethinker, passive contrarian. Her jaded 
disposition may come from a secret she harbours. 

AIME VANATOA – teacher of Estonian language and literature, former 
form teacher of Karin and now Michael’s. She may seem a bit odd, but 
always retains a sense of authority.

KRIS-JAAK – bass, the class activist and organiser, perhaps in excess. 
Sometimes seems to be the only person who cares about doing anything.

RITA KUNZEL – the school’s music teacher, way before even Karin went to
school. Known for many years as “Old Mother Kunz”.

JUHAN – head teacher of Vete Secondary School. 

ALVAR – middle-aged rural municipality mayor. Tries to be a politician with 
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values but has a drinking problem. 

THE CHOIR – the 16-member mixed choir of the school. Gerda, Kris-Jaak, 
and eventually Michael, are also members. Consists of their schoolmates 
and classmates.

There is a screen on stage which displays day-to-day chat, 
anonymous comments from media outlets, videos.

All anonymous comments used are real, written by actual people in 
the comments sections of news articles. 
I

School hallway. Michael and Karin are sitting by the door to the head 
teacher’s office. A few students pass by, some stare at them. The 
schoolbell rings and the hallway falls silent. Karin gives Michael a hopeful 
look, he remains passive, however. Aime Vanatoa arrives, stumbling a bit. 
Karin greets her with a smile. Both she and Michael stand up. 

KARIN Good day!

AIME Hello-hello, so lovely to see you again! (gives a half-hug to 
Karin) I’m very sorry for keeping you waiting, I had to give the 
class their assignments. 

KARIN No problem at all. I am just glad the school would even receive 
us. 

AIME But of course! You’re one of Vete’s own, you’ll always be 
welcome in our school.

Aime turns towards Michael and holds out her hand.

AIME You must be Michael. 
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MICHAEL (shakes her hand) Yes, hello.

AIME My name is Aime. Your mother has probably told you I was her 
form teacher a long-long time ago.

KARIN It wasn’t that long ago!

AIME No need to worry about anything right now, the head teacher 
just wants to have a chat and I’ll be there, too.

KARIN Should I come with…?

Michael gives his mother an annoyed glare. 

AIME No need, it’s just a formality. You know how things are right 
now with rural schools and the big reforms. Why should we turn
away someone who wants an education?

KARIN You’ll be OK?

MICHAEL Probably. 

Aime opens the door and motions Michael to enter. He steps into the office
with a slight uncertainty. Aime gives Karin a reassuring smile before she 
enters. 
II

Michael enters the head teacher’s office alongside Aime. The head teacher
lifts his eyebrows and nods.

MICHAEL Hello.

JUHAN Good morning. You must be Michael Laur.

MICHAEL That’s me.
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JUHAN Of course. Please, come and sit down.

Michael sits before the head teacher’s desk and Aime finds a seat by the 
wall, while the head teacher rummages in his papers.  

AIME His mother is our very own Karin Laur, alumna from 19… What 
was the year again? 

JUHAN Yes-yes, we have all your required documents here as well. But
I have to ask, do I understand correctly that you have lived 
abroad for an extended period of time?

MICHAEL Yes, Mum and Dad have international jobs.

JUHAN But you were born in Estonia?

MICHAEL Yes?

JUHAN You’ve graduated primary school abroad, you did your tenth 
form in Tallinn and now you’ve come here, to Vete.

MICHAEL Yes.

JUHAN Why here, exactly? You couldn’t manage in the big city?

AIME Juhan, his marks are fine and his mother is a local. Sign him up
and I can go back to class.

JUHAN Potential students who want to enter secondary school and who
come from somewhere else need to pass an interview with the 
school board. I only want to get to know this young man.

MICHAEL Mum and I moved to my grandfather’s farm. I have to finish 
secondary school.
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JUHAN Nobody has to finish secondary school ˟. Last time I checked 
the law, secondary education is not mandatory.

AIME I don’t recall you giving so much scrutiny to candidates who 
came from the neighbouring communities. 

JUHAN It is crucial for our school to have motivated students and it is 
responsible of us to know this young man’s situation.

AIME And what ‘situation’ might that be?

JUHAN The boy has lived in Estonia for too short a time and his marks 
are not that great.

AIME He speaks fluent Estonian and his marks are at our school’s 
average. His mother is waiting just outside, do you want to ask 
her anything as well?

JUHAN Perhaps not. Is it your clear wish to come study here, in 
eleventh form?

Michael doesn’t know how to react after hearing all that. He thinks for a 
moment and throws a glance at Aime, then back at Juhan.  

MICHAEL It is.

JUHAN Very well. I’m sure you’ll find the reason for my queries 
understandable. Welcome to our school!

Juhan holds out his hand to Michael, who responds with a weak 
handshake.  

AIME Alright, come along now.

˟˟ Forms first to ninth in Estonia are mandatory primary education, forms ten to twelfth are recommended secondary 
education. 
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Aime leads Michael out of the office, looking disturbed.

III

School hallway. Michael and Aime exit the office. 

KARIN Well, how did it go?

AIME Michael is now a part of our school family.

KARIN That’s great! Tomorrow’s your first day of school then.

AIME There is one thing… I’m going to have to apologise to you and 
Michael.

KARIN How come?

MICHAEL It doesn’t matter, let’s just go.

KARIN Wait, what happened?

AIME Well, the head teacher was a bit… fussy.

KARIN How?

AIME He was interested in Michael’s motivation. 

KARIN And why wouldn’t he be? 

AIME In regards to his heritage…

Karin looks as though she’s about to break into the office. 
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MICHAEL Let it go, Mum. 

KARIN What was his point?

AIME Can’t imagine. Perhaps it was nothing and I’m just being too 
sensitive…

KARIN One can never be too sensitive with things like this. I can go in 
and ask. 

MICHAEL Let it be, he’s letting me study here. What more do you want?

AIME If it turns out it’s something to be concerned about, I will let you 
know. Do you have any other options right now?

KARIN Not really, it’s either here or… 

MICHAEL Here or where? Where else can we go?

KARIN Fine. I’ll let it be. I guess we’ll be going now, too. Thank you so 
much, in any case, Ms Vanatoa… I mean, Aime. You’ve been 
of great help. 

 
AIME I’ll see Michael tomorrow, first class in the morning. Have a nice

day, you two!

KARIN Goodbye!

Michael nods and walks away ahead of his mother. They pass by a few 
students. Some take note of them and start texting immediately. On the 
screen appear their messages:

hey guys we have a new student
ye some guy from abroad
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ooo and is he hawt?

go sit in an ice bucket

wat, cant i have some eyecandy?????

uh-oh KJ found out. HE’S PLANNING SOMETHING

when isn’t he planning smth

whyyyy isnt any1 tellin me his name

ask him yourself AND NO STALKING

ppffff

IV

Karin and Michael arrive at home. Avo is waiting for them on a bench by 
the front door.

AVO So, how did it go?

MICHAEL Fine.

Michael passes swiftly by Avo.

KARIN The head teacher was a bit odd.

AVO What do you mean?
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KARIN He really wanted to know what motivates Michael, just because
he’s a ‘foreigner’. 

AVO Yeah, well…

KARIN Don’t you start. I’ve spoken Estonian with Michael all his life 
and he managed perfectly well in Tallinn… in that part.

AVO Didn’t seem like it was easy for him there. But are you sure 
about Vete? 

KARIN The school here is not some big city education factory. He only 
has seven classmates, everyone will have time and attention 
for him. He won’t be lost here like he was there. If something 
happens, Ms Vanatoa will have his back, unlike the teachers 
back in Tallinn.

AVO Countryfolk can be worse than cityfolk in some regards.

KARIN Who cares about what some yokels think? Aren’t you glad both 
of us are here? 

AVO I am. 

KARIN Well then. I am very grateful you had the time to bring some 
modern comforts to the old house. These youths today, they 
wilt without WiFi and running water. 

AVO Don’t worry, if the water freezes again this winter, he’ll see the 
advantage of a proper country sauna and an outhouse.

KARIN He doesn’t believe in the concept of outhouses. 

AVO We shall see!
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KARIN And if I can pay for any of this…

AVO Don’t worry about it, the house needed improvements anyway 
and I’d been planning to fix things up even before your 
mother…  Well, even the few guests we had over started 
missing modern comforts!

KARIN Thank you. Are you in the mood for pancakes? 

AVO Always.

KARIN Ray always wondered how we can have pancakes during any 
part of the day. Over in America, it’s only for breakfast. 

AVO Why’s that? 

KARIN How should I know? (steps into the house) Are all the 
preserves in the cellar still? 

AVO There’s some apple ones in the pantry. 

V

Michael steps into his room and kicks his chair with his foot. The chair falls 
to its side. He puts it as it was, sits, and after a short while, opens his 
computer. Soon he’s in a voice call with Ray ˟.

MICHAEL Hey Dad…

RAY Heyyy Mike, what’s new? 

MICHAEL We’re here at grandpa’s farm now, went to the new school 
today.

˟˟ Dialogues with Ray are in English in the original version. 
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RAY How was it?

MICHAEL Weird.

RAY How so?

MICHAEL The form teacher seems cool, but the head teacher… principal, 
whatever, asked some weird questions. 

RAY Principals are always weird. I mean who even wants to be a 
principal?

MICHAEL Yeah, well, once again, someone makes big deal out of me 
being a foreigner or something. 

RAY What does your mum think?

MICHAEL She kicks people for even looking weirdly at me. 

RAY She kicked the principal?

MICHAEL No, Dad, we got away before she tried anything.

RAY Can’t you go to some other school?

MICHAEL This is the only school in 20 km radius. We’re stuck here 
because I have to get a secondary school diploma and have to 
stay here in Estonia. After all what happened in Tallinn, I’d 
thought we’d be long gone by now.

RAY Your mum wanted to give life in Estonia another chance. 

MICHAEL Yeah, well, I have seven classmates. 
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RAY What? Seven?

MICHAEL Yeah.

RAY Man, when I went to high school, 32 or so was a small class. 

MICHAEL Welcome to Estonia.

RAY Your mother said that they’ll take care of you in her old school. 
It might actually be good for you. 

MICHAEL And I just can’t come and stay with you instead?

RAY We’ve talked about this before, it will be easier when you’re 
older. Right now I move around a lot and I don’t know when I’ll 
be called back to the States.

MICHAEL ‘kay.

RAY Come on now, mum wouldn’t bring you to Estonia if things were
that bad. And don’t you like staying with grandpa? 

MICHAEL He’s OK, I guess.

RAY Your grandma from Florida would never forgive you if you 
called her just “OK”.

Karin shouts “Pancakes are ready!” from somewhere in the house.

MICHAEL Gotta go. Mum’s made pancakes.

RAY How can you just eat pancakes for dinner?

MICHAEL That’s the Estonian lifestyle. Talk to you soon.
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RAY Love ya.

Michael shuts his computer.

(..)

III

Back at home. Michael starts eating his supper, Karin is making herself 
coffee.

KARIN Was there anything interesting at school today? 

MICHAEL There was something in lit. I have to write an essay.

Karin shifts next to Michael very fast.

KARIN Really? About an Estonian author? 

MICHAEL We’re talking about Tammsaare right now. But it went a bit off-
topic today. 

KARIN Yeah, Ms Vanatoa knows how to do that. But that’s what made 
her classes so interesting. 

MICHAEL I guess. 

KARIN What did you end up talking about? 

MICHAEL The Tales of Uncle Remus, those were massive here during the
Soviet times?

KARIN Oh yes, a lot of people had that at home. 

MICHAEL You don’t see it? 
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KARIN What? 

MICHAEL Uncle Remus from the South!

Karin blinks. 

KARIN Oh God, yes. I never really noticed the connection.

MICHAEL You didn’t talk to Dad about things like this? 

KARIN We thought about other things back then. Didn’t really feel like 
doing some deep cultural research during dates or 
anniversaries. 

MICHAEL Maybe I would have wanted to know. It’s history!

KARIN We figured everything has it’s time and place. You are bound to
discover far more than we can explain on our own. 

MICHAEL But now it’s really important that I have some kind of a 
folk costume!

KARIN Mikey…

MICHAEL You force me to go to choir, bring me to this backwater 
dump, ‘home of my ancestors’. 

KARIN I wanted you to have a home. 

MICHAEL What if my home is with dad? 

KARIN Your dad and I agreed this is for the best. 

MICHAEL You agreed that I am to be somekind of a  ‘pureblood 
Estonian’? 
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KARIN No.
MICHAEL Why don’t you tell me about these things then. 

KARIN Uncle Remus? Didn’t he end up being a parody at some point? 

MICHAEL I can read Wikipedia too, thank you. 

KARIN What do you want from me? 

MICHAEL Please decide who exactly you want me to be. 

KARIN It’s your choice, at the end of the day. 

Michael glares at Karin, then leaves. 
IV

Michael enters his room and sits by his computer. He considers for a 
moment, but then calls his father.  

MICHAEL Hey Dad…

RAY What’s up, anything wrong?

MICHAEL Feeling kinda done with everything.

RAY School giving you trouble?

MICHAEL No… Yes. Maybe.

RAY Don’t stress so much about it, just do what you gotta do. 

MICHAEL Easy for you to say. I can tell mum’s cooking up something bad 
as we speak. There was some drama with a local politician as 
well. And I’m really starting to feel like I’m over Estonia.
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RAY Have you talked to Mum about it?

MICHAEL I’m talking to YOU.

RAY But I’m not there.

MICHAEL Exactly. 

RAY You know I’ll always be there for you, but…

MICHAEL You have your work, Mum is too busy stirring up crap and trying
to make me into an fancy ethnic Estonian. 

RAY Michael…

Michael closes the call. He looks at the screen. Voices speak, comments 
appear: 

“These rubber men aren’t coming to work here. I’ve lived in the UK for a 
while and there’s a saying about where there’s a lot of blacks together, 
nobody’s going to work. Yes, they’re security guards in department stores, 
traffic wardens, caretakers, but they’re never on productive jobs. Those are
for people like us. They can’t do any job. Sorry. Correction: they don’t want 
to do any.” 

“Why is this topic being pushed? Why are these blacks so special? The 
country of Estonia was created to preserve the Estonian nation. Black 
people have a whole continent and there’s more of them than whites.”

A conversation appears on the screen:

omg you guys michaels mum wrote an article and its everywhere 
Link pls
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i already saw it on facebook

omggggg lol, she completely murdered the mayor and head teach

just saw  him. he. is. not. happy.

that creep hit on my mum last midsummer

head teacher or mayor or both?

o god the mayor ofc. that is so not cool

sry

any1 seen michael?

(..)

IX

Back home. Avo and Karin are in the kitchen. 

AVO What did you hope to achieve with this article? 

KARIN I wrote about things that are actually happening, it’s called a 
report. 

AVO And you needed to get political? 

KARIN Political? 

AVO There’s always a better way to…
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KARIN Why is it that when there’s a person suffering because of some 
uncomfortable reason and someone talks about it, the whole 
thing becomes ‘political’?

AVO You know what I mean. 

KARIN I really don’t. Try standing up for someone and see how you 
like it when somebody silences you because you’re being ‘too 
political’. Since when is human suffering a political issue?

AVO You don’t need to go all activist on this, or me!

KARIN Then how should I approach this? I brought Michael here 
because I actually thought people were better than 
elsewhere.That he could get an education in my old school, 
where bullying actually used to be non-existant back in my day! 
That he wouldn’t have to worry about things that he shouldn’t 
ever face in a kinder world. And I’d hoped you wanted to help 
me. 

AVO I am trying to help. 

KARIN Michael can’t handle school. The parish is governed by brutes 
whose furthest trip abroad has been across the border to buy 
cheap vodka. And you want to remain polite when your own 
grandchild deals with all this and doesn’t understand what he’s 
supposed to do with his life? 

AVO So I should go deal with all the local idiots? Give them a few 
backhanders? 

KARIN That would be something!

AVO Please tell me, what do you want? 
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KARIN I so hoped to find some peace and quiet here. There was a 
man in Tallinn who took photos of all people of colour that 
walked by his house or he saw on the street. Michael ended up 
on one of them. Last I heard he had been accepted with open 
arms to one of the more popular political parties in Estonia! ˟ 

AVO Perhaps you should have gone back to London? 

KARIN So you agree with them? 

AVO You know what I mean. 

KARIN I came here because of you! I remember that face you made 
when I told you and mother that Ray and I were getting married.
But I also remember your face when you saw Michael for the 
first time. 

Don’t you understand that this whole thing with folk costumes 
and elvish singing is because of you? You and mother kept 
telling me I’m an Estonian and should be proud. That I should 
feel pride about this small strip of land and my father’s farm. 
When I was abroad I never stopped gushing over what a 
wondrous place my homeland was. 

And now I come home with my son who speaks Estonian and 
even my own father tells me to leave. 

Both look down. 

AVO Forgive me.  

KARIN For what?  

AVO Forgive me for Estonia not being what I promised it would be. 
˟˟ The person in question participated in the local elections as well, but didn’t get elected. 


